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size? Annual 2015

Looking back over the year gone by, 2015 has provided a platform for new 

releases, resurrected retro’s and exclusive products. The size? Annual takes 

you through each month as it happened, illustrating your favourites,  

our favourites and the ones that got away.

Some of the key stories for us included the 20th Anniversary of the Nike Air 

Max 95, alongside the introduction of innovative models such as the adidas 

Originals YEEZY BOOST 350 and NMD, which we are sure will play an 

important part in the forthcoming year.
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nike

Killshot
2015 saw the return of the Killshot, a clean-cut court shoe 
that has gained critical acclaim over the years for its low 
profile, hardwearing silhouette. 

Nike built this racquetball shoe to help make more ‘killshots’ more often 

and it was designed to improve two things on the court: comfort and 

performance. The open toe gave more room to the forefoot, the mesh upper 

let the feet breathe naturally and the wrap around rubber sole gave extra 

traction for quick lateral moves.
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January 2015

adidas originals

Superstar 
Over the course of four decades, the Superstar shoe has managed to stay 

truly authentic. From its origins as humble sporting equipment all the way 

through to its current stature as a global streetwear staple, the Superstar 

is arguably one of the most iconic sneaker designs of all time. After a fine 

career in major league basketball in the 1970s, the shoe’s golden era arrived 

in the 80s, when it found itself at the nexus of urban fashion and hip-hop. 
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January 2015

V I E W  V I D E O  O N L I N E  A T  S I Z E . C O . U K / A N N U A L 2 0 1 5

Part 1: Classic Slip-On

Part 2: Old Skool

Part 3: Sk8-Hi

www.size.co.uk/page/annual2015?stop_mobi=yes
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vans

Retrospective Project
We worked with Vans to produce a series of films with Henry Davis, owner 

of The Other Side of The Pillow in East London. His life long obsession with 

the brand has culminated in this unique shop that’s become a shrine to the 

original handmade era of Vans from 1966 to the mid 90s. In the videos he 

explained the story behind three iconic models; the Classic Slip-On, Old 

Skool and Sk8-Hi. 

 January 2015
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reebok

Ventilator ‘Re-Upholstered’
A shoe synonymous for metallic mesh, neon nubuck and patent patterns, 

the Ventilator has undergone arguably its biggest transformation yet.

The upper was constructed with a soft and supple leather, partnered with 

micro perforated detailing to the toe box and sidewalls. A contrasting 

off white lining, foot bed and midsole provided an additional dimension, 

finished off with a gum sole.

January 2015
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January 2015

adidas originals

Select Collection ZXZ ADV ‘Premium’
The first Select Collection release of 2015 saw the return of the ZXZ ADV 

in two premium suede make-ups. Utilising a palette of subtle off-white and 

washed-out petrol blue, a blend of soft and rough suede gave character and 

texture to the silhouette.

The ZX 500 formulated the from which Kazuki Kuraishi re-worked and 

crafted the ZXZ ADV, as part of his Originals 84-Lab range. It incorporated 

Dellinger webbing that was used extensively throughout the 80’s, giving  

the midsole additional support as the strands absorbed and evenly 

distribute shock.
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reebok

Ventilator OG 

 January 2015

air jordan

VII ‘French Blue’
2015 saw the return of the Air Jordan VII ‘French Blue’. Featuring a premium 

white tumbled leather with hits of French blue and flint grey, the Air 

Jordan VII took tremendous steps up in quality from its 2012 counterpart. 

Consistent with the complete overhaul of materials, they also came in  

a newly designed box; featuring a golden Jumpman and an all over ‘23’  

print on the box lining paper.
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nike

Air Tailwind
The Aura of Air.

The Tailwind was designed specifically for the runner who travelled over 

30 miles a week; the hardened rubber outsole is made from Nike’s durable 

rubber formula for superior wear.

It was particularly favoured by runners who trained on hilly courses and 

unpredictable terrain, where downhill sections could be rigorous on the legs.

The Tailwind encompasses the ethos of the determined, the devoted,  

and the dedicated.

February 2015
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February 2015

adidas originals

Select Collection ZX Flux 
‘Multi Weave’
Channeling aspects from the ZX families iconic colour palette, the Multi 

Weave’s one piece woven upper featured elements and colours that have 

graced many silhouettes over the years.

The first pair blended pearl grey, clear aqua and bright cyan; outlining the 

frameworks and paneling of the shoe with contrasting colours within the 

threads. An array of core blacks and solid greys made up the second pair, 

giving a more tonal, darker outlook. Both were finished with a Torsion lace 

jewel alongside blue Three Stripe branding, again giving a nod toward their 

ZX predecessors.
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Eclipse. An obscuring of the light from one celestial body by the passage 

of another between it and the observer and its source of illumination.

Utilising a thick, hard-wearing sandwich mesh, the eclipse is replicated on 

the Air Huarache Light, allowing the basis of the silhouette to replicate the 

expansive atmospheric surroundings.

A deep shade of black and an inverted white mirror the moon’s light 

source; both giving a different personality and perspective, depending  

on where you are witnessing the eclipse from.

The translucent, tonal heel cage represented the moon impeding the 

sun, sitting on top of the mesh; obscuring the colours beneath it and 

preventing the shades from escaping.

A white tumbled leather and soft black suede contain the light sources  

on top of a contrasting speckled outsole, reminiscent of the endless 

entities and eternal ether, evoking extinction and the eclipse experience 

within the universe.

nike

Air Huarache Light ‘Eclipse’

February 2015
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size? x adidas originals

size? Manchester Launch Event
To commemorate the opening of our new size? Manchester store, we 

teamed up with adidas Originals to present an exclusive opening event.

On show was a preview of size? exclusive releases from the 2015 adidas 

Originals Select Collection and Archive collections, whilst being set to the 

soundtrack provided by DJ’s Gin & Juice. adidas Originals also flew one 

hundred pairs of two size? exclusive Topanga’s over to the store for the 

night, giving attendees the chance to buy them ahead of their release.

Alongside the preview, Mark Kennedy, the man behind adidas Originals 

Stan Smith and size? Leeds mosaics, produced several bespoke Manchester 

bee’s that were raffled during the evening. Artist Peter O’Toole also 

attended, signing posters of his artwork for guests on the night.

February 2015
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February 2015

nike

Air Trainer Collection
Drawing from a palette of cool greys and petrol blues, the Air Trainer 

provided the platform for an exclusive collection between Nike and 

ourselves. Consisting of the Air Trainer Huarache, Air Trainer 3 and the 

Air Trainer SC II, the scheme remained consistent; utilising a rough suede 

alongside safari style textured paneling.
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converse

Jack Purcell Signature

February 2015

fila x size? 

Manchester Collection
Two colours which divide the city formed the basis of a collaboration with 

FILA to coincide with the opening of the new size? Manchester store.  

Taking several classic archive pieces, we rolled back the years to re-create 

a new, bespoke collection.
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asics

GEL-LYTE ||| - 
25th Anniversary 

2015 saw a yearlong celebration of the GEL-Lyte III’s 25th 
anniversary with twelve exclusive collaborations by key 
retailers across the global. size? joined in by creating two 
versions inspired by traditional 25th anniversary gifts.

‘Iris’
TThe story of the Iris dates back to Ancient Greece where the Greek 

Goddess Iris, the Goddess of the Rainbow, acted as the messenger 

between heaven and earth. 

Mirroring the perennial plant, the silhouette played with a palette of 

purples; colour blocking two tonal shades on a brushed micro-perforated 

suede that mimicked the gradient of the flower petals. Accents of yellow 

feature on the leather sockliner and outsole, alongside hints of tonal 

reflective 3M on the heel and toe box.

March 2015
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‘Tsavorite’
The tsavorite is described as a gem that combines beauty, durability and 

rarity. Today the tsavorite remains one of the last truly ‘wild’ gems;  

no treatments or synthetics are known to exist. Although the tsavorite has 

qualities which make it an extremely popular gemstone, it lacks adequate 

supply which has led to the gem becoming extremely rare. 

A micro-perforated reflective 3M material dominated the upper, 

representing the purity of the ring whilst the green leather sockliner subtly 

tied into the gemstone.
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March 2015

adidas originals

Select Collection Busenitz
Stemming from a collaboration between adidas Originals and skateboarder 

Dennis Busenitz, the silhouette’s inspiration stems from the Copa Mundial 

football boot.

When created, the silhouette factored in different skating styles, featuring 

an adjustable tongue which could be cut to suit the wearer as well as using 

recessed eyelets to benefit performance whilst skating.
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March 2015

Nike celebrated the connection between skateboarding and hip-hop in 

2005 when it released the Nike Dunk Lo ‘De La Soul.’ Considered one of 

the greatest SB Dunk colourways to date, the De La Soul Nike Dunk Hi 

was reissued with a twist to celebrate its 10th anniversary. With a simple 

flip, the white leather and graphic print, originally seen on the Dunk Lo, 

was added to the Hi silhouette on this Quickstrike release.

As a special memento to celebrate the launch, fans that queued for  

a pair of the Dunk Hi at size? Carnaby Street were given a copy of the  

trio’s debut album ‘3 Feet High And Rising’.

nike sb

Dunk Hi ‘De La Soul’
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nike

Authorities on Air
In celebration of Air Max Day, we joined forces with Nike to present a fi ve 

part series: Authorities on Air. In the run up to Air Max Day on 26th March, 

fi ve authorities sat down to off er fi ve very diff erent perspectives on what 

Air Max means to them. 

The authorities consisted of Dave White, Cloth Surgeon, Mikill Pane, 

Paul Ruffl  es and Perri Shakes-Drayton. 

Dave White / Contemporary Artist

Clothsurgeon / Brand Creative Director

March 2015
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Mikill Pane / Rapper

Paul Ruffl  es / size? Managing Director

Perri Shakes-Drayton / Track and Field Athlete

March 2015
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March 2015

adidas originals

Select Collection Seeley Boat ‘Coastal 
Weave’
Merging a skate shoe with a deck shoe resulted in the Seeley Boat; a casual, 

instant classic that could be worn on either deck. The latest incarnation for 

the Select Collection channeled the 1970’s coastal skate scene, using a 

seasonal array of premium suede.

Sitting on top of a clear gum outsole, the Seeley Boat had a premium feel; 

incorporating metal trefoil branding on the tongue alongside a leather lace. 

Additional padding around the heel as well as reinforced suede across the 

toe box gave both extra protection and comfort.
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nike

Air Max 
‘25th Anniversary Collection’  

March 2015

nike 

Cortez Nylon 
Nike got things going in 1972 with their first running shoe, the Cortez. 

Designed by Nike co-founder Bill Bowerman, it was the first to embody the 

brand’s now worldly recognised Swoosh. Since debuting that year on the 

feet of USA’s running team at the Munich Summer Olympics, the Cortez 

remains forever relevant from the track to Hollywood and streets beyond.
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April 2015

adidas made an indelible 
mark in trainer history in the 
late 70’s and early 80’s when 
the adidas Island Series was 
fi rst introduced to the market. 
Immediately embraced 
by the booming ‘casuals’ 
terrace culture in the UK and 
eventually around the globe, 
the collection saw over twenty 
highly sought after models 
released, all named after 
islands of the world.

adidas originals

‘Island Series’

44
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We sat down with the Huddersfield born illustrator to talk 
us through his work on the ‘Island Series’ and his ongoing 
relationship with adidas Originals.

Can you introduce yourself?

Hi, I am Peter O’Toole and I’m a freelance illustrator.

When did you start illustrating and was it a talent from a young age?

I started drawing at about two years old and it was something I continued 

to do throughout my whole childhood. I started taking it a bit more 

seriously in high school and by the time I left I knew exactly what I wanted 

to do as my career and headed off to art college.

What was your first pair of adidas trainers and what are you wearing  

at the moment?

The first pair that I consciously went out to buy was probably either  

a pair of Superstars or Stan Smiths in the late 90’s/early 00’s but I can’t 

remember which pair I bought first! As for what I’m currently wearing…  

it’s a bit of a rotation between the ZX 8000 Weave, ZX 500 Weave and  

the new Hawaii’s!

How did your relationship with adidas Originals start?

I started doing adidas related artwork and posting it on Instagram. I did 

a poster of the City Series that I had been into since I began collecting 

about 12 years ago. Someone from adidas noticed me and asked if  

I fancied going to their head office in Stockport for a chat, I obliged!  

No work was guaranteed but it soon started coming in and I have been 

working for them ever since 2012.

April 2015

interview

5 Minutes with Peter O’Toole
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“I wanted to base it 
 on vintage postcards 
 with the shoe as the 
 focal point but also 
 wanted it to work 
 even if the shoes 
 weren’t on there!”

Tell us a little about the adidas Originals Island Series you’ve 

recently illustrated?

I had previously illustrated some of the recent City Series shoes (Hamburg, 

Bern, Rouge and Stockholm) and adidas wanted something a little diff erent 

for the Islands. I have always been a massive fan and I can’t say I hadn’t 

already gone over what I wanted to do even before they asked me! 

I wanted to base it on vintage postcards with the shoe as the focal point but 

also wanted it to work even if the shoes weren’t on there. There are subtle 

hints of the three stripes in some of the backgrounds, for instance on the 

Hawaii the plane in the sky has three trails behind it and there’s another nod 

on the Trinidad artwork too.

April 2015
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What’s your favourite adidas piece you’ve worked on?

I always enjoy working for adidas and like to keep things fresh but my 

favourite has probably got to be the Hamburg artwork in 2014. It wasn’t 

the first thing I had done for adidas but it was the first after I signed the 

contract with them and the whole campaign was just fantastic. My wife 

and I went up to the launch in Newcastle and had a great night. I signed 

prints there and met some great people!

You were fortunate to design your own adidas Originals trainer, tell us 

about the Quotoole project?

Whilst I was trying to work with adidas in the UK, I had also set the ball 

rolling with adidas in Germany through my friend Quote, who had already 

released his version of the ZX 500. I wanted to do a different take on my 

City Series poster and illustrate some of his collection. He loved the  

idea and pitched it to adidas who then thought it would be nice to  

produce a book instead. Half way through the project they then asked  

us if we wanted to do a shoe to go along with the book and the ‘Quotoole’ 

was born!

If you were to design the adidas ‘Huddersfield’ what would you do?

I’ve often wondered this. Blue and white might be a bit too obvious!  

I’d probably base it on a City Series model and figure the rest out later.  

We should make this happen!

April 2015
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April 2015

nike

Air Huarache Light 
Taking inspiration from iconic Air Max 1 colourways, the latest iterations 

of the Air Huarache Light paid homage to the ‘Dark Curry’ and ‘University 

Red’ palettes. Built upon the same foundations with a clean white mesh, 

the original colourways are mirrored upon the panelling and cage of the 

Huarache Light.

Originally released in 2003, the Air Max 1 ‘Curry’ shared the same soft 

suede and contrasting blue tongue branding of its predecessor.  

The University Red was the first colourway of the Air Max 1 that launched  

in 1987 and a similar nubuck to the original was applied on this release.
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Clockwise from top right: Prodigy, Little Simz, Cult Mountain  

Opposite: Havoc
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puma

Alife Sessions in collaboration with size?
PUMA, in collaboration with size?, presented an Alife Sessions event 

at The Laundry in East London. The night celebrated the launch of the 

collaboration between PUMA and Alife and featured performances from 

Cult Mountain, Little Simz and headliners Mobb Deep.

The rap duo Mobb Deep, who are one of the most critically acclaimed  

East-Coast hip-hop groups, celebrated their 20th anniversary in 2015 but 

gave a performance every bit as energetic and skillful as when they first 

formed in Queens, New York.

April 2015
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Can you tell us about the brand?

Alife initially was a gallery space, located downtown, to serve as  

a platform for artists and likeminded creatives in 1999. In 2001 we opened 

the Rivington Club, the world’s first sneaker boutique, and through it’s 

success we began developing our own line and opened the Alife branded 

store directly next-door. Through these two shops we’ve curated and 

executed some amazing projects/ products that I believe are our greatest 

legacy. We really helped usher in the concept of co-branded projects and 

I’d really like to believe that Alife is a culture, and everything else  

is secondary.

We will forever be inspired by the art we grew up around, motivated 

by the art we’re steeped in now and will always be looking to the 

next generations vision of now. We had A$AP Rocky’s first ever 

live performance in our courtyard, we had Dev Hynes first full band 

performance in our courtyard, aspects like this mean a lot to me.  

We’d like to believe that we know our past is plugged in enough to  

help curate the future.

Why the name Alife?

Artificial life, the A-Life, there’s a few different meanings. It’s just  

a good name.

How did the Alife Sessions start, they seemed to be ahead of their time?

John Mayer and Just Blaze were the first. John was a customer of the 

shop and he was always buying stuff and wanted to do something in the 

store, something a bit different. He’d just gotten his Grammy Award and 

everything was so commercialised, so he wanted to do something tapered 

down like we were doing at the time. We wanted to curate intimate little 

things that resonated to the niche crowd that we were working with.

We weren’t set up with a proper camera guy or anything like that and 

we didn’t know what was going to happen as it was the first time they’d 

met that night. Same as the Ghostface and BADBADNOTGOOD gig we 

put on last year, they’d never even met before either. For  us we like to 

give people a special performance, something a little different that you 

wouldn’t typically get. Again like Living Colour and Scarface last year –  

we had Scarface on a guitar and playing Nirvana! If you’ve ever wanted  

to see Scarface play a Fender Stratocaster and sing Nirvana songs you’ve 

got to check us out because they’re never going to do that ever again.

What’s been your favourite Alife Sessions so far?

Bad Bad Not Good & Ghostface Killah was stupid because the energy on 

stage transferred to the crowd. Bad Bad are such an amazing band and 

Ghost was apprehensive at first because he had his beats already.  

After spending a little time working things out Ghost finally said yes to 

giving it a shot. You could see by the end of the show that Ghost was 

having so much fun. When you constantly use the same beat it becomes  

a routine but the energy that night was electric with a band. It felt like I was 

15 years old again at that show, I was screaming and having the time of my 

life and I could see Ghost and BBNG loving every minute. They’ve actually 

both dropped an album together recently too.

How did the collaboration come about between yourselves and PUMA?

We’d worked with PUMA in the past and had great success with our First 

Round release. PUMA is a heritage brand, and for New Yorker’s a key part 

of our landscape with Walt Frazier being such a part of our culture.

interview

5 Minutes with Manny Sanchez  
& Jesse Villanueva of Alife

April 2015
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What are your favourite PUMA silhouettes?

I mean, if I said anything other than the Clyde I’d be lying as it’s so New 

York. He was the last basketball champion in New York so we both love 

them, it’s cool. If I have to pick anything else I’ll always go with a pepper 

green Suede.

What is the inspiration behind this collection?

The main inspiration for this seasons collection is the Alife and the 

Rivington Club stores themselves. We are celebrating our 15th anniversary 

this year, and we really wanted to focus on different aspects of the stores 

and the pieces that make them special to us and the culture at large. 

Creating a footwear story is one thing, but to have a 15 year legacy to 

play into is very rare in our world and that was something we very proudly 

wanted to focus on.

How much influence have you had on the design process of the 

collection?

PUMA really let us do our thing. Their production and design teams  

have been so helpful in helping us execute our vision and we couldn’t  

be happier with the outcome.

What’s next for Alife? Can we expect anything else from you both in  

the future?

Am I allowed to say what’s next? Hahahaha, so much for secrets huh?  

We are working on some new products for 2016 now and I’m hyped to  

say that I love where we’re at thus far.

April 2015

PUMA x Alife Disc  

PUMA x Alife Trinomic R698 

PUMA x Alife Blaze of Glory
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The main inspiration for this seasons 
collection is the Alife and the
Rivington Club stores themselves. 
We are celebrating our 15th
anniversary this year, and we really 
wanted to focus on different
aspects of the stores and the pieces 
that make them special to us.
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adidas originals

Select Collection Tubular & EQT Racer
These two models were introduced into the Select Collection for the first 

time in 2015. The Tubular opted for a darker monochromatic palette, whilst 

the matching EQT Racer utilised neutral shades on top of a white midsole.
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April 2015

carhartt wip

Spring/Summer Looks
In the first half of the year Carhartt WIP continued to build on their success 

with strong seasonal pieces featuring playful prints alongside classic work 

wear staples and sportswear inspired pieces.

nike sb

Free SB ‘James Jarvis’
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Infl uenced by: Los Angeles
Just in time for the summer, we showcased our latest lookbook; infl uenced 

by Los Angeles. We took the journey from Manchester to LA with Glenn 

Kitson, Will Robson-Scott and a selection of footwear and apparel from the 

world’s fi nest brands.

From the seemingly endlessly Venice beachfront to the clinical skyline 

cutting across Downtown, we chose three diverse and distinctive 

neighbourhoods of LA. The locations ran parallel to the looks themselves; 

portraying the atmosphere and character with a mixture of street, skate and 

premium outfi ts.

V I E W  V I D E O  O N L I N E  A T  S I Z E . C O . U K / A N N U A L 2 0 1 5
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nike

Air Huarache ‘City Pack’ 
Taking inspiration from four European cities, Nike’s latest Air Huarache 

collection utilised a blend of soft leather and sports mesh. Consisting 

of London, Paris, Milan and Berlin, each city’s name was featured on the 

bottom of a translucent sole, paying homage to the respective locations; 

the colour palette for each city was inspired by their respective  

transport networks.
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interview

5 Minutes with Jason Markk

We recently caught up with the man himself to talk all 
things Jason Markk. The brand that was launched in 2007 
has gone from strength to strength, developing premium 
cleaning products and collaborating with the likes of 
UNDFTD, Staple, Footpatrol, Patta and Hello Kitty. 

Can you introduce yourself?

Hi I’m Jason Markk, we make premium shoe care products and 

accessories. We also own a flagship store in downtown Los Angeles 

where we offer a drop off shoe care service.

What did you do before the brand?

I was a DJ for 15 years but while doing that I was also working at an 

advertising agency. I had to quit that job and take a sales position under 

my younger brother, and what I learnt from working in that role for six 

months helped me launch Jason Markk.

What cleaning products did you use before starting Jason Markk?

I’ve always been into sneakers since I was a young kid. I always cleaned 

my sneakers with a home made concoction of Oxyclean and dish washer 

soap, I’d just go at it with a toothbrush. I also used little tricks like taking 

the laces out and put them in a zip lock bag with warm water and a little bit 

of mild bleach and shake it,they came out super white but it weakened the 

lace so you’d get one wear out of them and they would bust.

What was the original catalyst to start the brand?

It was the lack of having that specialised product that understood the 

concerns of our sneaker culture. I wanted a cleaner with two things in 

mind, safety and versatility. They had to be safe because we all spend  

a lot of money on shoes and don’t want a cleaning product to mess them 

up, and versatile due to the variety of materials being used on sneakers 

these days. I remember cleaning my sneakers one day and I thought 

there’s got to be a better way to do this, there’s got to be a product 

out there that’s made for people like me. There was the standard mall 

cleaner you could get with the spikey caps and the foam but there wasn’t 

one specialised product that everyone turned to. I had friends who ran 

sneaker stores in Long Beach, LA and I’d go and talk to them but nobody 

mentioned one standout product they used. It was then I had the idea to 

start working on the cleaning solution.

How did the name come about?

We made up all these cheesy names but it just wasn’t working for me.  

I was in the bathroom one day and noticed some Paul Smith toner in the 

cabinet and I thought to myself, he named his company after himself and 

it’s timeless. The brand name is my first and middle name.

How many versions did it take to make the cleaning solution?

It took four or five different versions before we ended up where we are 

today. It’s a continuous process, since we launched Jason Markk we’ve 

changed the solution twice, making improvements all the time. The 

original solution was actually purple but we thought if we make the bottle 
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purple we could take out that additional colouring. We have also added and 

removed ingredients to make small improvements because nothing is ever 

perfect. I’m not a trained chemist but I want to have the best product on the 

market so I never get comfortable and want to keep pushing things on.

Was it a conscious effort to make the solution biodegradable and safe for 

the environment?

I think from a safety point of view the best approach was to remove all the 

chemicals and harsh abrasives from the product. If you have a natural soap 

it’s a lot safer than it being filled with chemicals and it’s also better for the 

materials on a sneaker. On a personal level I do try to do my part for mother 

earth and the environment, I recycle and we have to conserve water living in 

Southern California.

What’s in your sneaker rotation at the moment?

I’ve been wearing a lot of Nike Air Max, Air Jordan 1’s and Converse Chuck 

70’s lately. I was never a one brand dude though, I wore Nike, Jordan, 

K-Swiss and Converse growing up.

What’s next for you and the brand?

We opened our flagship store in downtown LA and it’s a year next month 

since it’s been open and we want to open more stores. It offers a drop off 

service that has been extremely successful for us and I want to expand in 

key cities. We have new product in R&D now and we’re always developing 

new products and ideas. We just want to do cool stuff that everyone loves.

I underestimated running a brick and mortar store though, I know branding, 

sales and strategy but then to actually have a physical space was a whole 

other thing. It took us a few months to get settled but we feel comfortable 

now and it’s great to have a space to do our own stuff. Our main office is 

located in the back of the store so when I’m not travelling I’m there  

working away.

It seems your name has become a verb now?

Yeah it’s funny, people were using the name as a verb like ‘just Jason Markk 

them’ so we made some ‘Jason Markk it’ stickers. I didn’t see that one 

coming, it’s surreal to think how far the brand has come!

I’d just like to finish by saying thanks to London and the UK as a whole. 

Every time we come out here everyone shows us so much love and London 

is becoming our second home (just don’t tell Tokyo that one!).

I remember 
cleaning my 
sneakers one 
day and I 
thought there’s 
got to be  
a better way to 
do this, there’s 
got to be a 
product that’s 
made for people 
like me.
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reebok classic

‘Teasle Suede’
A rough off white teasle suede was layered with a sandwich mesh, giving  

a distinctive look and textured feel to this size? exclusive pack with Reebok. 

Compromising of the Classic Leather and the Workout Plus, both silhouettes 

were lined with a tonal towelling and finished off with a clear gum sole.
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align

Second Quarter 
Looking at the field sports staples - varsity coats, coach jackets, 

rugby shirts and windbreakers - ALIGN utilised modern materials and 

contemporary design to develop each piece from pure heritage, to an 

elevated place of modernism that is easily transferred to street style.

This Summer inspired season tuned the material mixes - sports mesh, 

lightweight loopback jersey, 100% leather and Taslan Nylon -  

with coordinated flashes of 3M reflective bonding designed for bright  

days and warm nights.
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air jordan

VII Retro ‘Hare’

nike

Huarache NM
Nike’s iconic Air Huarache has been given the Natural Motion treatment;  

re-constructing the silhouette with Dynamic Flywire cabling and  

a lightweight, breathable mesh. Emphasising and amplifying every aspect 

from the original Air Huarache, the completely tonal hot lava colourway 

aligned each element together. 
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Examining the impact and significance of Kanye West’s 
blockbuster collaboration with adidas Originals. 

Kanye West is one of - it not the - biggest style icons in men’s fashion 

today. The man manages to impact on seemingly every aspect of what 

we do at Highsnobiety - whether it’s streetwear, high fashion, sneakers or 

music. He’s so influential, in fact, that we’ve started just saying “The Yeezy 

Effect” every time a Kanye kick starts a trend. How many bright crimson 

sneakers have you seen since the Red Octobers dropped? That’s The 

Yeezy Effect. How many people do you see wearing Chelsea boots these 

days? Yup, Yeezy strikes again. 

When Kanye West’s collaboration with adidas Originals was unveiled at 

New York Fashion Week last February, we knew straight away that the 

collection’s footwear was going to be huge. While sneaker hype is nothing 

new these days, it says a lot about the YEEZY BOOST’s that they flew off 

the shelves when they dropped at retailers as far and wide as India, Russia 

and the Philippines. The shoes from Kanye’s Nike project were so hard to 

come by that only a lucky few (and, let’s be realistic, those with enough 

money) ended up getting their hands on them. The adidas Originals 

YEEZY, in contrast, were produced in huge amounts and distributed 

all over the globe, so pretty much anyone was in with at least a shot of 

getting them. Russia isn’t exactly a hotbed of sneakerhead activity,  

but even stores in Moscow had people from Ukraine, Georgia and Belarus 

flying in to the city just to get a chance of buying the shoes.
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The Yeezy Effect 
by Alec Leach
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“They (adidas) gave  
 me the opportunity,  
 especially on this 
 first run, to make 
 them how I want 
 to make them.  
 They were like, just  
 make what you’re  
 feeling, they allowed  
 me to express myself ”
           

            -kanye west

June 2015
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The sneakerhead community is obsessed with exclusivity - a shoe’s resell 

price is basically determined by how rare it is. adidas Originals produced far 

more of Kanye’s shoes than Nike ever did, and despite their (relatively) large 

production run they still went for huge markups on the resell scene.  

The “Triple Black” YEEZY BOOST 750 was 2015’s most expensive sneaker 

on the secondary market, outperforming hyped Air Jordan and Nike 

releases to fetch a whopping £1,312 average price on eBay. Not bad for 

a shoe that was produced in the thousands and made available in 39 

countries all across the world. 

The BOOST 750 may have earned the biggest profits for resellers, but it’s 

the shoe’s little brother, the BOOST 350, that made the biggest splash 

overall. From Hollywood A-listers and industry insiders to streetwear 

veterans and clued-up teens, pretty much everyone wanted to get their 

hands on the woven low top - and it’s not hard to see why. 

West has said before that he wanted to create a truly modern shoe - 

something that perfectly symbolizes what sneakers look like in this day  

and age. In that case he’s undoubtedly been successful.

It’s not just sneakerheads that lost their minds every time the YEEZY’s 

dropped, either. Even the high fashion community, which is normally pretty 

cautious when it comes to anything Kanye-related, loved them. Spend five 

minutes at any of the big fashion weeks and you’ll see 350’s and 750’s  

(and to a lesser extent, the 950 duckboots) by the bucketload - even on 

middle-aged menswear critics. To enjoy that sort of widespread popularity 

is no mean feat - especially for someone as divisive as Kanye West.

Apart from being 2015’s most hyped shoes - by a long way - what’s the real 

significance of Kanye’s adidas Originals collaboration, though? 

The YEEZY project got people talking about adidas Originals again. 

The collaboration gave adidas’ BOOST series a ton of street cred, even 

though the high-performance running shoes were originally designed for 

marathons, not Instagram. Kanye wore the Ultra BOOST’s a ton in 2015,  

The BOOST 350 is everything 
people want in a sneaker these 
days - a striking silhouette, 
minimalist colorways, a flexible, 
lightweight upper and an 
outrageously comfortable sole unit. 
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and surprise, surprise, they were a smash hit with sneakerheads. No doubt 

The Yeezy Effect will come in handy when adidas rolls out even more 

BOOST models in 2016.

Thanks to The Yeezy Effect, the disheveled, militaristic clothing from Kanye’s 

debut show in New York has already been replicated by countless brands, 

at both high and low ends of the fashion industry. Something tells me it 

won’t be long before we start seeing a ton of Yeezy-inspired footwear, too. 

Whether it’s via earthy colorways, knitted uppers, minimalist silhouettes or 

high-tech sole units (or a combination of all four), it’s not hard to imagine the 

YEEZY’s striking looks being replicated in all corners of the industry this year.

Kanye West is just one part of the bigger picture for adidas, though.  

People are excited about the brand again, and for good reason.  

From reissued classics to forward-thinking new technologies and 

hyped designer shoes, the three stripes are firing on all cylinders these 

days. Its high-end collaborations are a smash hit on the fashion week 

circuit - especially Raf Simons’ so-ugly-it’s-beautiful Ozweego - and new 

technologies like the Futurecraft 3D printed soles show tons of promise, too. 

And that’s not forgetting how successful their reissued classics have been - 

the Stan Smith, Superstar and EQT lines look just as strong now as they did 

back in the day. 

We - both Highsnobiety, and the online press in general - get a lot of hate 

for the amount we talk about Kanye West. People say that we’re just fueling 

the hype around his name, but the truth is we’re just writing about what our 

readers are interested in and what they’re clicking on. 

Having said that, the press could have not written a single word about the 

YEEZY BOOST’s and they would have sold out in a heartbeat. That’s not 

simply because there’s millions of Kanye copycats out there imitating his 

every move (although there’s definitely a lot of those). It’s also because the 

YEEZY BOOST’s are a truly modern shoes, ones that appeal to everyone from 

trend-obsessed fashionistas and die-hard sneakerheads to your average guy 

on the street who just wants something special to put on his feet. 

Alec Leach is an editor at Highsnobiety - a leading online 
and print publication covering the latest trends, products 
and news in fashion, streetwear and sneakers.
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nike

Air Max 94 OG 
Off the back of successfully re-launching the Air Max 93, Nike delved deep 

into their extensive archive to resurrect another iconic silhouette, the Air 

Max 94 OG.

A fine white sports mesh across the toe box and side panels provided the 

foundations, running parallel with a clean midsole that housed the 270 

degree air unit. Contrasting textile panels overlay the upper whilst sitting 

atop a soft padded tongue, featuring the iconic Air Max branding.
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size?

The History of the Nike Air Presto

June 2015

Throughout the 90’s, Nike led the way in developing 
truly ground breaking design, and a real technological 
benchmark had been set within performance footwear  
in defining the ultimate in comfort. What was next?  
How could everything be bettered?

Creating an Innovative Product

Project co-designer Tobie Hatfield detailed that the aim of the Air Presto 

was to let your foot take control of the shoe, rather than vice versa, giving 

you as natural a ride as possible while on the move. The form-fitting sock 

upper gave your foot maximum flexibility and room for toe movement, 

whilst still maintaining adequate support with its construction. With your 

foot secured inside the shoe, the side lace cage allowed for additional 

lockdown and fit. Using ‘the perfect fit’ configuration, the Presto was 

described as being a ‘t-shirt for your feet’, reflected in the sizing options 

which ranged from XXXS–XXXL rather than the standard numeric system. 

The Presto was a forerunner to the Nike Free program which further 

developed the idea of giving the runner the feeling of travelling bare foot.

Having Richard Clarke at the design helm alongside Kevin Hoffer & Bob 

Mervar among many other creative talents, the Presto was originally 

conceived as part of the Alpha Project, a Nike initiative introduced in 

the late 90s aimed at creating product which utilised statement level 

technology within it’s respective category. Silhouettes created under the 

project were highlighted with a 5 dot insignia incorporated into the design 

and included abstract styles like the Air Shox series, Kukini, Seismic and 

the Flightposite.

The original colour-ups and plastic detailing are said to be inspired by 

Apple’s iMac G3 and their transparent casings, allowing you to visibly see 

the technology at work. The neoprene and breathable mesh uppers sat 

atop a lightweight Phylon midsole, with a cushioned Duralon outsole for 

traction. The plastic toe tip eventually progressed into a design element 

of the bobsled shoe the Zoom Slider, included to provide additional 

protection to the racers feet.

Inventive Marketing Activity

Upon its original release in 2000, a total of 13 colourways were 

introduced, and each was given an elaborate nickname to hint at their 

colourway and create a personality. This prompted a great foundation for 

promotional activity, which initially came in the form of animated TV spots 

produced by Dylan Lee for Wieden & Kennedy. The 13 nicknames were: 

Brutal Honey, Trouble at Home, Unholy Cumulus, Shady Milkman, Rabid 

Panda, Orange Monk, Jack Mackerel, Migraine Fly, Presto Bill, Catfight 

Shiner, Rogue Kielbasas, Abdominal Snowman, and a final thirteenth 

colourway which was never given a moniker.

The Presto line has been credited as one of the first shoes to utilise  

a digitally printed graphic on it’s neoprene upper, with the ‘Trouble at 

Home’ style leading the way as one of the most recognisable amongst 

collectors. As a Nike designer at the time, Steven Smith created a special 

one off chequerboard printed Presto for guitarist Rick Nielsen of the 

band Cheap Trick, known for plastering his guitars with the same pattern. 

This was later picked up by Nike Japan and introduced into their Nike iD 

program for  

a limited period.

Gaining popularity across the globe in the years succeeding their release, 

several more creatively ingenious Presto marketing projects followed 

suit. With the rise in popularity of the street-based pursuit Parkour, which 

encouraged participants to engage with the world around them and 

explore their city environment, Nike enlisted the help of one of the French 

founders Sebastien Foucan to star in their ‘Angry Chicken’ campaign.

With technology lying at the heart of the shoe, multiple promotional DVD 

giveaways were produced containing collaborative content with DJ’s and 

graffiti writers in Japan which all continued with the theme of movement. 

The DVD’s have become extremely hard to track down nowadays and sit 

as real valuable collectors items.



Design Progression & Limited Editions

As years pass by, footwear styles progress and evolve with the help of new 

colourways, material applications, structural rebuilds and limited edition 

promotional releases. Later models such as Faze, Chanjo and Footent 

were a lot more abstract than their predecessor, but still find a strong place 

in the hearts of real aficionados. Some outstanding examples of limited 

edition versions included a collaboration with Hello Kitty to celebrate their 

30th anniversary, a mid top ‘Roam’ version created under the HTM design 

umbrella, and even extremely limited productions of shoes with guitarist 

Eric Clapton and American sitcom ‘Sex and the City’.
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The original colour-ups 
and plastic detailing 
are said to be inspired 
by Apple’s Imac G3 
and their transparent 
casings, allowing 
you to visibly see the 
technology at work.
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adidas originals

Select Collection Tournament Edition 3.0
With the tennis season in full swing, we were proud to present part three 

of our Tournament Edition collection in collaboration with adidas Originals. 

Replicating the all white dress codes of Wimbledon, the pack used a mixture 

of soft leathers and breathable mesh on four iconic court silhouettes
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nike

Roshe One LD-1000
In October 2014, NikeLab came together with Fragment Design to launch 

this shoe for the first time. Using the Nike Cortez and LD-1000 track shoes 

with an ultra-lightweight Roshe One midsole, the innovative Roshe One 

LD-1000 was born. 

nike

Aloha Pack - Part Two
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#ladiesthatlace
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size? for women
We are proud to bring you size? for women, a fresh offering 
building upon our previous array of women’s products.  
A hunger for women’s trainers has allowed us to enhance 
our range even more, with dedicated areas in size? stores, 
online and a flagship stand-alone store in Manchester.

The Ambassadors
To celebrate the launch, we developed the campaign #ladiesthatlace.  

This showcased the talents of unique women through a series of films 

created by Emily Macdonald of Hilow Films. Each film provided an insight 

into how women feature trainers as part of their wardrobe, whist elevating 

their unique achievements.

Sharmadean Reid

Owner of the cult nail salon and brand WAH Nails, Sharmadean launched 

the concept due to her obsession with colour, beauty and the need to create 

a space where girls could hang out.  
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B.Traits

B.Traits is DJ, music producer, BBC Radio 1 broadcaster, presenter and most 

recently a documentarian. Music is her true love; DJ’ing in clubs and at 

festivals runs parallel with her being an integral part of the Radio 1 family. 

Sarah Mei

Sarah Mei, a creative consultant and producer based in London, carries 

her own personal taste into every project by utilising a range of patterns 

and print. 

July 2015

Charlie May

Charlie May is a London-based, ready-to-wear womenswear designer and 

the woman behind infl uential fashion blog Girl a la Mode.

Luci Ellis

Luci became a fashion stylist because she loves dressing up; she calls 

herself ‘a real life version of the Fairy Godmother’. After studying Fashion 

Image Making and Styling at university, she began her career by assisting 

renowned stylist Julian Ganio.

V I E W  V I D E O  O N L I N E  A T  S I Z E . C O . U K / A N N U A L 2 0 1 5
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size? for women

Launch Event 
We celebrated the launch of our size? for women flagship Manchester store 

at Foundation Coffee House in the heart of the city. Taking to the decks 

whilst crowds gathered was Manchester based DJ, Hen YC (Henrietta 

Smith-Rolla).  

The event was hosted in partnership with Nike, adidas Originals and New 

Balance. Iconic shoe care brand, Jason Markk were on site to ensure all the 

attendee’s trainers looked fresh.
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new balance

MD1500 Deconstructed 
In the summer we joined forces with New Balance to launch a new exclusive 

version of the MD1500 Deconstructed. A re-engineered interpretation of 

the 1500, one of New Balance’s most enduring and iconic classic running 

shoes, the Deconstructed version stripped the silhouette down to its purest 

essence. Featuring clean lines, premium materials and a lightweight  

REVlite midsole.
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converse

Star Quality: A Brief History of the 
Converse One Star by Gary Warnett

July 2015

It’s curious to think that suede on a shoe was once 
considered a bold move. Those basics that we take for 
granted weren’t basic when they debuted; they had a 
purpose before being retired. But some shoes just couldn’t 
stay away. By 1969, the canvas and rubber of Converse’s 
All Star formula had begun to look a little archaic.

After all, the All Star is 98 years old this year; a model that evolved from  

a non-skid creation that was made for multiple court sports before settling 

with the then-young game of basketball, which was just 26 years old when 

the Converse Rubber Shoe Co. introduced the model in 1917. The familiar 

star was added around 1921, reportedly at player-salesman Chuck Taylor’s 

request and that Taylor deal could be considered one of the industry’s 

original collaborations.

In a world of NASA-inspired foams, propulsive cushioning and seamless 

uppers, the fact that anyone could play in something so no-frills seems 

ludicrous. But, as the official shoe of the NBA, the Converse All Star got 

plenty of time on the court. By the late 1960s though basketball footwear 

had started to modernise. PUMA had brought out their Suede and adidas, 

relatively new to the game, handed the Superstar— a shoe that took the 

All Star’s protective rubber toe cap to the next level — to select players. 

Converse needed to change too.

In 1969, the Leather All Star was released. With its shock absorbent foam 

cushioning, contour cut silhouette, a padded tongue, absorbent insole, 

moulded sole and a new foot formed last, plus two parallel stitched stripes 

around a cutout star, it was a significant upgrade. Emphasis was placed 

on a low-cut hoops shoe around this era, pre-empting the fuss around 

the cutdown of the Nike Zoom Kobe IV by decades. Available in a suede 

variation and hi-top editions in the early 1970s, this version of the shoe 

has been reissued under the One Star Academy and Jack Star 60s name, 

and was the inspiration for former CONS skater Anthony Pappalardo’s 

pro model. This new All Star would be the shoe of choice for a few league 

players and some future legends in their college days.

Then there was the One Star. Except, it bore the unimaginative name of 

the All Star. This was the new pinnacle Converse basketball offering, but it 

would be short-lived.

After its 1969 predecessor spent several years on the market, the  

new All Star appeared in 1974. This was the One Star as we know it,  

in seven suede colourways, black or white leather and a hi-top option. 

With its Chuck-like sole, but a far more contemporary upper, those who 

understood good footwear gravitated to it. Converse’s signing of Julius 

“Dr. J” Irving in 1974 would lead to the development of new designs like 

the Pro Leather, plus the debut of the familiar star chevron branding. 

Even the canvas All Star II of the era would bear the star chevron over the 

regular patch. The One Star was a relic. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, 

consumers began to look backwards. It started with a more discerning 

audience — Japanese collectors, connoisseurs, skaters, clubbers in  

a jazzier mood and visible style leaders like the Beastie Boys were actively 

seeking old sports footwear. Sports shop basements were raided and 

mark ups were made in boutiques worldwide as the mood for “old school” 

shoes snowballed into a craze. In 1993, the 1974 All Star returned as the 

One Star. That same year, in a piece in The Independent, 6876 founder 

Kenneth Mackenzie, then working for legendary retailer Duffer  

of St George, predicted that the One Star was the next shoe to blow up.  

He wasn’t wrong.

It would be a plaid-clad artist, who routinely railed against corporate 

appropriation, that would inadvertently elevate the One Star. The slacker 
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style of an aesthetic and sound christened grunge embraced the Chuck as 

a no frills antidote to expensive, technical shoes that had a rock and punk 

legacy. Photogenic, and oft-imitated, Nirvana frontman Kurt Cobain was 

frequently spotted in Chuck Taylors, but in his last days, his sole shoes 

were One Stars. After his passing in April 1994, an intrusive and heavily 

distributed shot of Cobain’s body made the black and white shoe a focal 

point. It’s a connection that shifted units through association, and one that 

would be made official when Converse put out a special Cobain edition 14 

years later.

Talk to anyone who skated in the mid 1990s, and they’re liable to get  

wide-eyed at mention of this model. The feel, the materials and the 

accessibility made them right for the moment. Converse would advertise in 

publications like the short-lived DIRT and Thrasher with lo-fi ads promoting 

“Authentic 1970’s Converse One Star”, alongside a phone number, blurring 

the lines between deadstock and retro. Pioneering streetwear stores like 

Bond International and Glasgow’s Dr Jives would stock them, as the brand 

actively courted the discerning skate fraternity. One of the founders of DIRT, 

photographer and filmmaker Spike Jonze, would play a significant role in 

popularising the shoe, through that publication, in Girl’s 1996 video Mouse 

and in a One Star commercial that he directed.

Despite his age, Guy Mariano was a veteran skater by 1996, but his section 

in Mouse remains a favourite to this day. Many of those who ran off to 

practise their switch flips immediately after the tape ended had his shoes 

on their mind. Mariano wears several styles in this much studied three and 

a half minutes, including Vans and the Pro Leather, but the One Star really 

resonated. In the past, Eric Koston has mentioned boxes of Converse being 

sent to Girl HQ in the mid 1990s, and Guy Mariano was part of a rebooted 

Converse skate team, as evidenced by 1995 ads where he wears something 

a little chunkier than a One Star on his feet.

July 2015

“Talk to anyone who skated  
 in the mid 1990s, and they’re  
 liable to get wide-eyed at  
 mention of this model.  
 The feel, the materials and  
 the accessibility made them  
 right for the moment.”
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Gareth Skewis, of Palace and Slam City Skates is a One Star enthusiast 

who watched the shoe’s moment in the skate world intently, “At the same 

time that Vans Old Skool or 36 were popular, the One Star was big,” he 

says. “I associate a Pro Leather more with the FTC Penal Code 100A video, 

Rick Howard and Mike Carroll. Mariano wearing them in ’96 was quite late, 

but they would have been filming over the previous couple of years.”

These foundations gave the One Star a second life as a lifestyle design 

that connected with cultures like few other shoes could. During multiple 

booms of the 1990s, the design was both in demand and an affordable 

grab from sale racks. Its inclusion in the top tier Converse First String line 

and on the feet of a new breed of skaters like Sage Elsesser and Polar 

team member Aaron Herrington have maintained that lengthy connection 

to fashion and skate.

With previous comfort issues solved through a CONS skate-centric edition 

that uses Nike’s Lunarlon in the footbed and a new tooling, plus other 

editions set to drop beyond the skate division, history is repeating itself. 

The cyclical nature of trends, look set to resurrect the shoe that went from 

a relative commercial dud to an icon throughout the last 40 years.

Gary Warnett is a researcher, consultant and writer who 
really, really, really likes athletic footwear.

July 2015
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July 2015

peter storm

‘Made in the UK’ Lookbook
Adopted by the football lads of the late 70s and early 80s and picked up 

again in the North around Acid House… Re-emerging again during the glory 

days of eBay in the Noughties… The classic Peter Storm jacket doesn’t seem 

to go away. This uniquely British piece of outerwear is one of those rare 

items of clothing or footwear that allows itself to be appropriated into the 

cultural zeitgeist throughout history.
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adidas originals

ZX Flux Techfit

July 2015

nike

Air Joli QS
This pack comprised of an Air Max Thea and Air Force 1 Mid with breezy 

geometric cut-outs that provided a contemporary look inspired by the 

warmer summer months.
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August 2015August 2015

The Nike Air Max 95 was designed by Sergio Lozano,  
a graduate of industrial-design, and modelled after the 
human anatomy. The midsole represented the spine, the 
graduated panels the muscles, the lacing loops the ribs, 
with the mesh imitating skin. 

The shoe featured minimal branding with the Swoosh only making an 

appearance on the rear side panel. The first colourway released was 

the black/neon yellow/white, which was like no other Air Max previously 

produced. The neon yellow helped emphasise the visible Air Units, and the 

shoe boasted an Air Unit in the forefoot. This in itself was something new 

and exciting, and made the Air Max 95 stand out from the rest of the series.

THE 
LEGEND 
OF 
FUTURE 
PAST: 
AIR MAX 
95 OG
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size? Covent Garden hosted an exhibition celebrating the 20th 

anniversary of the Nike Air Max 95. Like the rest of the Air Max family,  

the shoe broke all traditional rules in design and got a generation wanting 

to wear the future on its feet. Embraced by youth culture and music 

movements from London to New York, the Air Max 95 became a style 

staple the world over.

Over the years, the many iterations, remixes and updated versions of 

the original Nike Air Max 95 design has continuously captured a new 

audience. Influential and inspiring in contemporary design, the Air Max  

95 still stands strong to this day.

The space gave an overview of the original design from Sergio Lozano 

and introduced the latest ‘Ultra Jacquard’ version. It also featured  

a collection of our favourite iterations, starting off with an original pair 

from 20 years ago and running through iconic version such as ‘Stash’ from 

2006, ‘Running Man’ from 2012 and finishing with ‘Independence Day’ 

from earlier in the year.

size? x nike

The Anatomy of Air Exhibition

August 2015
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adidas originals

Select Collection 
ZXZ ADV ‘Premium’

August 2015
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size? x nike x the rig out 

London 95’s
To coincide with the 20th anniversary of Air Max 95, The Rig Out headed 

south to visit four people pushing in their respective art forms. Novelist,  

an MC coming through the grime ranks and standing shoulder to shoulder 

with Skepta and Drake; Jetsss, an up and coming DJ playing out across the 

city and on NTS; Dark Sky, young producers on Ninjatune playing around 

the world and Ryan Hawaii, the Catford Art Dealer who hand paints clothes 

and is also the mastermind of Neverland Clan.

All born around 1995, they talked to them about their work and the Nike 

Air Max 95 – a shoe they all grew up with and is synonymous with London 

youth culture.
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August 2015

nike

Mowabb OG
August saw the return of an icon, the Nike Mowabb OG. One of the most 

celebrated colourways in the industry, the Mowabb brings together 

elements of the sunset and sand found in Moab, Utah. Over the years,  

we’ve also utilised the palette on a number of our Nike x size? exclusives 

including the Roshe One, Toki Mid, Air Max Light and most recently the Air 

Huarache Light.
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August 2015

nike

Air Pegasus ‘Terracotta’ Pack 
Inspired by terracotta, our latest exclusive with Nike drew from a 

sophisticated palette of clay and tan. The first in the pack, a Pegasus ’89, 

featured a soft burnt red suede and mesh on the upper that sat alongside 

hits of tan on the heel and lining to set the shoe off. The second was built 

upon the Pegasus Racer: a more streamlined, low profile runner. Utilising 

a supple sand suede sitting with shades of burgundy and brown, both 

silhouettes’ earthy tones are were broken up with a white midsole.
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asics

Gel-Respector
Back by popular demand, this was the first time the GEL-Respector

had been reissued since its original release in 1991. It featured the same 

classic external heel unit for support and stability as well as an identical 

outsole pattern as used on the GEL-Lyte III.
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new balance

530
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reebok

‘Pastels’ - Part || 
Following on from last year’s collaboration with Reebok,  
we were back with the second part of our Pastels series, this 
time using a soft pink and blue on the Classic and Workout.

The pale pink picked a soft, oily nubuck on the upper whilst perfectly 

pitching tonal stitching and micro-perforated detailing throughout the  

silhouette. A contrasting milk coloured midsole sat on top of a translucent  

gum outsole, accentuating both of the shoe’s iconic profiles.

The breeze blue meanwhile blended a soft brushed nubuck whilst  similar  

to the pink, featured a contrasting milk midsole and was finished off with  

a clean gum outsole.

September 2015
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asics

GEL-Kayano ‘Trail’
Inspired by the extensive back catalogue of outdoor footwear at ASICS,  

we replicated the rural palette used across many of their iconic trail shoes.

Usually portrayed as an out and out runner, we stripped back the 

lightweight properties of the GEL-Kayano silhouette and applied a premium 

perforated suede. Finished off with a traditional hiking lace, this latest 

iteration was the perfect marriage between form and functionality.

September 2015
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September 2015

vans

Old Skool CA ‘Clay’
Residual clay, when found in its place of origin, is formed by  

surface weathering. This process ran parallel whilst designing the  

latest collaboration with Vans; we wanted a natural, real finish on  

a classic silhouette.

The Old Skool CA ‘Clay’ was made up of a buttery, oily soft suede taking 

inspiration from the tones of natural forming rocks. The first mirrored the 

characteristics of sandstone; the teaming up of tan and taupe work in 

tandem with a contrasting white midsole. Its counterpart took the gradual 

shades of granite, utilising a blend of blues and greys alongside a similar 

contrasting off white midsole.
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September 2015

new balance

577 ‘Napes’
Napes Needle in the heart of the Lake District, Cumbria, has represented  

a proving ground for several generations of climbers. Although a little 

broken, the crag is superbly positioned with good rock across a variety  

of grades.

The uppers of these Made in England 577’s utilised a ripstop material with 

a woven construction often seen in climbing gear to resist tearing and 

ripping. Inspiration for the colour palette reflected the harsh English terrain 

with brighter pops echoing the equipment and outdoor clothing worn in the 

1980’s and 90’s.
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September 2015

nike

Nike Air Max 94

reebok 

x FACE Stockholm Classic
Reebok teamed up with make-up brand FACE Stockholm to deliver 

a selection of footwear specifically for women. The Classic was released 

in three bold metallic finishes and was a fresh, playful take on an iconic 

Reebok model.
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October 2015

The second edition of our biannual lookbook Infl uenced by: The City Life 

was shot on location in London by the size? creative team. It showcased 

our curated assortment of footwear and clothing from the autumn and 

winter season.

The concept was built around the time of year when we fi nd ourselves 

gradually starting to layer up in preparation for the colder months ahead. 

From leaving the house in the morning and taking on the journey through 

the structure of the city, we all follow a diff erent course.

Exploring the varying architectural forms found within the metropolis,  

Infl uenced by: The City Life played out, in fi lm and stills, the daily 

commute of individuals. Beginning in the quieter, suburban outskirts and 

progressing right into the heart of the city.

Infl uenced by: The City Life

V I E W  V I D E O  O N L I N E  A T  S I Z E . C O . U K / A N N U A L 2 0 1 5

www.size.co.uk/page/annual2015?stop_mobi=yes
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October 2015

The queue outside size? Manchester started the day before launch.

Everybody who bought a pair received a limited edition scarf.
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adidas originals

Stretford
This special release made available exclusively in Manchester based stores, 

honoured the home of Manchester United, Old Trafford. They featured  

a premium suede upper with waxed laces and contrasting stripes.  

The blue used on these represented the colour United wore during their 

1968 European Cup final success over Benfica at Wembley Stadium,  

where they defeated the Portuguese side 4-1.

October 2015
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vans

House of Vans Manchester Launch Event
Following the success of the first European House of Vans hotspot in 

London, Manchester was selected to host a unique weekend of cultural 

celebration in art, music, street culture and skateboarding at The Great 

Northern Warehouse in Deansgate.

The Warehouse undertook a dramatic interior transformation for the ‘House 

of Vans’ series weekend skate event. Musically it had some of the biggest 

names in Drum & Bass, Dub and Electronic including the likes of Jenna 

& The G’s, 8 Gold Rings ft Fox and Sparkz, Madam X, Roy Davis Jr. and 

Shadow Child.

To coincide with the event, Vans also asked three of the city’s finest 

young creatives for their take on the iconic Sk8-Hi. Each of the Mancunian 

illustrators chosen for the project visited London for a first hand House of 

Vans experience. 

Whilst the three artists all hailed from the Manchester area, each had 

their own distinctive style. Lottie Puncheon is famed for her deceptively 

simple characters that appear through out her drawings and comics. 

Lewis Loughman’s inspiration is clear in his hard line style that draws on 

everything from 80’s cartoons through to hand poked tattoos. TJ Dolan, 

whose years of writing graffiti are evident in his bold aesthetic, also owes 

something to 60’s pop and psychedelia.

October 2015
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align

Part III
Back for its third installment, ALIGN returned with an array of classic, 

contemporary staples. Equipped to combat the winter, a muted palette of 

black sports mesh, heavy loopback jersey and down feathers were used 

throughout the collection.

October 2015
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adidas originals

Pro Model and Stan Smith Metal
Both of these styles were finished with tonal black ‘croc’ effect suede 

and contrasting white midsoles. The Pro Model had its signature shell toe 

finished off in a metallic gold, whilst the Stan Smith featured an engraved 

Trefoil logo in a golden heel tab.

October 2015
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nike

Air Huarache Utility

October 2015

adidas originals

Superstar 80s Primeknit
Having already made appearances on the Stan Smith and Campus 80s,  

adidas’ Primeknit upper was again applied to another of their iconic 

silhouettes. A simple black and white colour palette was used across the 

upper, whilst the shell toe and midsole had an off-white vintage appearance. 
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converse

Chuck Taylor All Star ‘70 ‘Suede Collection’
The ‘70 Chuck Taylor Suede Collection featured slight 
differences that, at first, may only be recognisable to collectors 
and astute fans. 

Upon inspection however they featured higher rubber foxing along the sole, 

added cushioning and a slightly more substantial toe box. In addition they 

included classic details such as enhanced stitching on the sidewall, a vintage 

license plate on the heel and super heavy-grade suede uppers.

November 2015
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nike sb

Trainerendor PRM
We worked together with Nike SB to create their latest Trainerendor Pack. 

Predominantly playing its part in the Nike SB family, the silhouette was 

taken out of its comfort zone as an array of premium materials were applied.

The first of the collection used a premium white leather throughout the 

upper, complete with a tonal strap, heel tab and waxed rope lace. Contrast 

was provided by gum accents on the outsole alongside the Nike SB 

branding on the sock liner. The second opted for soft sand suede whilst 

sitting atop a contrasting white midsole.

November 2015
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adidas originals

Jeans MKII
Originally released in 1976, the Jeans were initially classed as a leisure 

shoe. After several tweaks along the way, new features have been added 

and additional elements have been implemented. This latest iteration, 

referred to as ‘Mark II’, featured a heel stabiliser, toe protector and a softer 

midsole wedge.

November 2015
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November 2015

puma

R698 ‘Winterized’
PUMA released a women’s version of their classic R698 runner ready for  

the winter season. The standout colourway was Coral Pink and featured  

a suede and mesh upper with a bubblegum pink paint splattered midsole.
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air jordan

8 ‘Aqua’

clarks originals

Wallabee Boot
Clarks took three flagship silhouettes and gave them a full remix with the 

Felt Pack. The Wallabee was crafted with 100% pure wool, suede and 

vegetable tanned leather, giving a unique and unconventional look to an 

iconic shoe.

November 2015
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adidas originals

NMD
Designed for a nomadic lifestyle, the NMD fused iconic adidas Originals 

DNA with breakthrough technology from the present day. Micro-

engineered BOOST and Primeknit fabrication met a bold visual language 

that pays homage to innovative moments from the brand’s back catalogue. 

The result was a fearless new silhouette driven by adidas’ pioneering 

archive that continues to define the shape and style of today.

December 2015
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reebok 

‘Silvery Green’ Winterised Pack
Following on from a successful run of collaborations with Reebok, we were 

proud to present the ‘Silvery Green’ Winterised Pack.

Consisting of the Classic Lux and Exofit Lo Lux, both had Winterising 

treatments; adding a hard wearing gum outsole, reinforced metal eyelets 

and a rough, protected suede upper.

December 2015
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December 2015

vans

Old Skool CA Pack
Vans carried momentum throughout the whole of 2015 and finished the year 

with this size? exclusive Old Skool California release. Each featured a full 

grain leather upper, tonal stitching, gold eyelets and pigskin lining for added 

comfort. A seasonal colour palette was used across all three versions and 

each were finished with a mono black sole unit. 
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December 2015

fila

Sailing Heritage Lookbook
Established over 100 years ago, FILA originally rode a very different wave 

before setting their sights on sailing. It wasn’t until the early 80s when they 

entered into the sport, co-sponsoring the “Traite de Rome”. They then went 

on to become sponsor and supplier to the Azzurra, the Italian boat that 

participated in the 1987 America’s Cup. This size? exclusive collection took 

inspiration from this period of FILA’s sailing heritage.
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nike

Air Huarache Ultra
The design of the Nike Air Huarache Ultra focused on comfort, flexibility, 

fit and ease of entry, resulting in a lighter shoe that still “hugged” the 

foot. It kept elements of the iconic 1991 Air Huarache — the logo, bootie 

construction, heel stabilizer and dotted heel design — while reimagining 

its exoskeleton-like qualities.

nike

Payaa Premium QS
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selected by

Jermain, size? Birmingham

The best of selected by
We visited a selection of size? stores over the past year to get 
to know the staff and to ask them about their favourite products 
and local hotspots. Head over to the size? Blog to read the full 
interviews at blog.size.co.uk
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selected by

Jon, Brian, Jermain, Surj, Dre

selected by: size? Birmingham

Who does the best coffee in town?  

Faculty Coffee.

Surj

Where is the best place to grab food?  

40 23.

Jermain

What is your favourite thing about Birmingham?

The people I’ve met with so many different characters & outlooks on life.  

You can learn a lot in this city.

Brian
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selected by

selected by: size? Covent Garden 

Who does the best coffee in town?

Timberyard.

Joe

Wheres the best place to grab food around Covent Garden?

Ecco Pizza.

Marcus

Whats your favourite thing about London?

Hampstead Heath in the summer, or the choice of shops around Soho.

Alfie

Joe, Alfie, Basia, Josh, Marcus
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Ecco Pizza, Covent Garden

Reebok Classic Leather Waterproof 

Chosen by Josh, size? Covent Garden

selected by
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selected by

size? for women interior

PUMA R698 Soft Suede Women’s  

Chosen by Jess, size? for women
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selected by: size? for women

Who does the best coffee in town?  

Foundation Coffee House.

Jess 

Where’s the best place to grab food?

Home Sweet Home.

Sarika

What’s your favourite thing about Manchester?    

The first size? for women obviously!

Angela

Sarika, Safia, Angela, Lauren, Jess

selected by
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selected by

selected by: size? Bath 

Who does the best coffee in town? 

Be at One.

Max

Where is the best place to grab food? 

Cosy Club, great burgers 

& breakfast.

Tom

What is your favourite thing about Bath?

Everybody knows everybody.

Torrell

Torell, Dan, Max, Tom
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Max, size? Bath

selected by
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Tom H, Tom D, Lynsey, Rob, Nayeem

selected by: size? Manchester 

Who does the best coffee in town?

Moose Coffee House.

Nayeem

Where’s the best place to grab food?

Solita.

Tom H

What’s your favourite thing about Manchester?

Eastern Bloc Records.

Rob

selected by
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Vans Authentic Decon Scotchgard 

Chosen by Lynsey, size? Manchester

Mark Kennedy mosaic - size? Manchester

selected by
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Nelson, Joel, Jay, Witts, Joseph, Jamie, Rhea

selected by: size? Carnaby St

Who does the best coffee in town?

Monmouth.

Joel

Wheres the best place to grab food around Covent Garden?

Indian burrito’s at Wrapchic.

Jay

Whats your favourite thing about London?

The culture, restaurants, people and pace.

Witts

selected by
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size? Carnaby St is back

32-34 Carnaby Street 

London 

W1F 7DW 

0207 287 401

Our new flagship store is now even bigger by virtue of utilising the adjoining 

shop and in turn, becoming a distinctive part of this iconic space.

Housing a vast array of in-store technology and a designated click and 

collect area, the store boasts the latest kiosk purchasing methods designed 

to enhance the shopping experience.

Alongside the opening, we have launched the hashtag #sneakerstories.  

An all-encompassing term to encourage the community to share their tales, 

trials and tribulations about their favourite sneakers.

Whether it was the day you bought them, the person who bought them for 

you or one of the moments or journeys you’ve made in them, the hashtag is 

designed to bring the community together.

selected by
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Kegler Super
A truly iconic style, the Kegler Super has garnered somewhat of a cult 

status since 1980. Now released again in all its glory with its signature peg 

cushioning system, forked front panel and simple styling.

adidas Originals Archive
Established in 2010, the Archive Collection has brought 
together some of the most revered models from adidas 
Original’s extensive back catalogue. This has included  
the likes of the Marathon TR, Malmo, Tobacco, A.P.S and  
Milano to name only a few. For 2015 the Archive went  
deeper into the vault for more sought-after creations and  
modern conceptions. 
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Hamburg
Initially released in 1982 as part of adidas’ now legendary City Series,  

the Hamburg returned again, two decades after its steady rise to becoming 

one of the most popular street-ready silhouettes during the football-casual 

movement of the early 80s.

Boston Super
This shoe made its debut in 1984 for the Boston marathon. A heralded 

runner, it has gone on to become a firm favourite; catering for both 

performance and comfort whilst keeping the original, clean running profile. 
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Topanga
Formerly known as California, the Topanga brought back leisure style with  

a rich suede upper and tonal nubuck 3-stripes above a vintage gum sole.
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Suisse
Originally released back in 1987, the Suisse was designed as an all-round 

shoe built for daily use. The sole unit was purpose made for training,  

with a multi-textured outsole with suction cup details to allow for the best 

grip possible on a variety of surfaces, both indoor and outdoor.

Touring
Leisure and hiking were big in the 70s and early 80s. This version  

of adidas’ classic touring shoe sees the silhouette of the 2006 release 

reworked to bring it much closer to previous iterations.
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Kegler Super
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archive

Chetcuti
Inspired by the Freizeit collection launched back in the 80s, the Chetcuti 

shared aspects and elements from several iconic silhouettes from adidas’ 

extensive back catalogue. 
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Stan Smith Mid
Since its debut as a tennis shoe, the Stan Smith has made its way from the 

court to the street, becoming adidas’ best-selling shoe of all time.  

In keeping with the season and inspired by hand-crafted work boots, a mid 

cut silhouette was released.
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Nite Jogger
Tuned and tested for running at dusk and dawn, the Nite Jogger was 

originally built back in 1979 with enhanced visibility in mind. Lightweight 

with a low profile, the silhouette itself features fluorescent accents 

alongside a studded sole for additional traction and supportive cushioning.

Kegler Super Gore-Tex
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March 2016

April 2016

March 2016 May 2016

April 2016 May 2016

April 2016

April 2016

March 2016

March 2016

March 2016 March 2016

April 2016

March 2016

Coming Soon

 size? exclusive

 size? 
exclusive

 size? 
for women

 size? 
for women

 size? 
for women

 size? 
for women

Be the first
Scan our snapcode to add @sizeofficial on Snapchat  

and be the first to find out about our upcoming releases.

April 2016

March 2016
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April 2016

April 2016

April 2016

July 2016 February 2016

March 2016

March 2016 March 2016

March 2016

April 2016

May 2016

April 2016

 size? exclusive

 size? 
for women

 size? 
for women

 size? 
for women

 size? 
for women

 size? 
exclusive

 size? 
exclusive

Please note: All release dates are subject to change.

May 2016

April 2016

April 2016
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